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T his interesting study by Thomas et. al.1 explored
differences in resident and physician attitudes regard-

ing honoring patient wishes at the end of life. They
conducted a survey to assess willingness to honor end-of-
life requests in five different clinical scenarios. They found
that attendings were significantly more willing to comply
with patient requests, and concluded that this was due to
clinical experience.

There are several complicating factors, however. Attending
demographics varied greatly from the residents. It is not clear
that these factors were accounted for in their multivariate
model. It is possible that the differences seen between
attendings and residents were not due to clinical experience,
but rather due to other variables such as religion, race, or
gender. Previous studies have shown that physician charac-
teristics influence their opinions as well as their practice.2

They also concluded that substantial changes in attitudes
occur over the years of residency training. It is unknown
what end-of-life training is included in these residency
training programs or what training the attendings had. A
study from early 2000 found that only 36 % of practicing
internists surveyed had training in end-of-life care.3 A lack
of understanding of the ethical issues surrounding end-of-
life care can lead physicians to disagree about ethically
appropriate responses to patient requests.

It is not clear why the authors included a question regarding
active euthanasia. It would have been more interesting for the
authors to explore attitudes regarding active euthanasia.4

We need to be cautious about extending this study more
broadly. This study only looked at physicians in Connecticut,
and practice patterns and attitudes may vary in different
geographic regions. The scenarios also only addressed
inpatients, and decision making may be different for physi-
cians who have an established outpatient relationship with a
patient. Further focus on end-of-life training during residency
is needed to ensure that future physicians are better equipped
to manage patients at the end of life. Studies to evaluate how
exposure to such training influences attitudes regarding
treatment choices at the end of life will be useful.
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